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Allux Single Mailboxes

High-class mail solutions
for residential homes and apartments
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Allux Single
Mailboxes

“Tough and sturdy
construction”

About Allux
This brochure is an overview of our new Allux mailboxes. This range intended for all residential homes and
apartments and anyone who requires high-class solutions for their mail. All Allux products are imported
from Denmark, which is evident in the simple and clean designs that are unique to Danish design. Less
evident from the images in this brochure is the tough and sturdy construction which is required to protect
mail in the harsh Scandinavian climate.
The quality of the Allux products is good enough for us to back all products with a 10 year warranty. You can
at last find peace of mind that your mail will be securely protected from weather and theives, and that your
mailbox will provide you with reliable mail protection for many years to come.

Galaxy Parcel Mailboxes
The Galaxy Parcel Box is a unique, easy to use and highly secure parcel
delivery solution. Designed specifically because of the home shopping
revolution, Galaxy Parcel Boxes make your on-line shopping experience safer,
easier and quicker. This solution is also perfect for corporations that receive
large volumes of daily mail.
Before the Galaxy Parcel Box, there was always the issue of what happens to
your parcel if you're not available to receive it. Mostly the parcel would go back
to the freight depot for you to pick it up. Otherwise the parcel would get left to
pets, weather and thieves.
The Galaxy Parcel Box solves this problem with its generous capacity and
secure delivery system. Perfect as a standalone mailbox, or a companion to
your existing mailbox, you will never miss an important delivery again. The
Galaxy Parcel box has a huge 50L capacity for multiple unattended deliveries,
and large volumes of mail.

50L capacity

Perfect for corporations
that receive large volumes
of daily mail.
Secure locking and easy access door

Code
F54802
F54803
F54804

Finish
Black (LowStock)
Grey
White

Price (inc GST)
$349 (Was $452)
$349 (Was $452)
$349 (Was $452)
Secure Parcel Chute for parcels up to xx
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Frontier Series
The Frontier mailbox is the epitome of Scandinavian design. This mailbox
incorporates high security, complete weather protection and a distinctive
but streamlined design.

Black
Powdercoat

This model is available in galvanised steel powdercoated in black, white
or red, brushed stainless steel or a unique copper finish that will age and
patina beautifully over time.

Features

Fully
Waterproof

Code
F47380
F47382
F47390
F47392

Mail flap can be locked
to prevent pranking

Finish

Copper

Huge
capacity

White Powdercoat

Price (inc GST)

White
Black
Stainless Steel
Copper

$180 (Was $249)
$180 (Was $249)
$249 (Was $289)
$279 (Was $329)

Stainless Steel

Red Powdercoat

Measurements:

440mm (h) x 345mm (w) x 180mm (d)

Eclipse Series

Eclipse

The Eclipse is an elegant, high quality product
with a striking appearance. Ideal for individual or
banked setups. This mailbox is designed with two
compartments – one which is locked with a
secure lock for letters and a larger, unlocked
compartment for newspapers/flyers and smaller
parcels. The lift up flap ensures your mail will
keep dry in any weather.

Features

Eclipse LX

The Eclipse LX features a similar design to the standard
Eclipse, with harder edges and a modern design. There
is room for both the post and large quantities of
newspapers / advertising you receive. The Eclipse LX
mailbox also features two compartments – one which
is locked with a secure lock for letters and a larger,
unlocked compartment for newspapers/flyers and
smaller parcels. This mailbox is built with a sturdy
construction, perfect as a single unit or banked.
Code

Fully
Waterproof

Code
F47410

Mail flap can be locked
to prevent pranking

Finish
Stainless Steel

Huge
capacity

Price (inc GST)
$399 (Was $599)

F47472
F47474
F47475
F47476
F474

Finish
White
Black
SS/Black
Copper
Stainless Steel

Price (inc GST)
$349 (Was $449)
$349 (Was $449)
$389 (Was $489)
$399 (Was $549)
$399 (Was $499)
September 2016
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Classic Series
Classic LT

The Classic LT is a clean, sturdy unit that exudes an
aesthetically pleasing, classic design. The Classic LT can be
used as a single unit or combined into a bank. Available in
black or white. Solid construction of 1mm galvinised steel.
Includes a Spring loaded mail slot.
Code
F47275
F47273

Finish
White
Black

Price (inc GST)
$99
$99

Classic XL

The Classic XL, the LT's big brother, follows on with the
clean solid, classic design. The Classic XL can also be used
as a single unit or combined into a bank. Available in black
painted galvinized steel with stainless steel front door and
slot. Includes a Spring loaded mail slot.
Code

Finish

Price (inc GST)

F50085

Black/SS front

$119 (Low Stock)
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